Support Needed Results (2 Grade Levels Have Not Responded)

Teach Science 3 days and Social Studies 2 each week.

- Use during ESL block because we must follow the schedule submitted to TEA for the remainder of this school year.
- Suggestions--> For Social Studies, introducing vocabulary and utilizing studies weekly.

Study Hall for Virtual and in person students who do not complete the work.

- Suggestions
  - Students volunteering for that extra time to complete work.
  - Utilizing the library.
  - Utilize that time to catch any virtual students up.

Additional help with reading interventions.

- Interventionist have started

Help reaching out to students who are not connecting.

- Administrator follow up after 2 contacts by teacher. The counselors have been calling once a week. Additionally, check on parents about needs possibly (any impacts on the family).
- Under "analytics“ on clever can show recent activity of logging in.

Extra support completing RR and R 360 testing.

- Suggestions
o Each teacher can do their own RR to really grasp progress with the students.
o It is important to continue having interventions.

Better communication regarding procedures in relation to students and staff quarantining.
  • The changes to the guidelines are a concern.

Help with getting students to complete their work virtually.
  • Calling parents will help.
  • If parents are unable to access the HUB or any other school source, the parents can come to the school for help.

Rotate the cafeteria schedule after the winter break.
  • The cafeteria/lunch schedule will not be changed. More classes may be added to those blocks.

Topics

Rapid Covid 19 Testing at School- Awaiting Directions

Academic Boot Camp for December 21 and 22

Instruction

Ideas for small group instruction
  • Hold virtually with in person students to practice social distancing.

How to share best practices?
  • Small group training opportunities.
  • Include some topics in the SDMC meeting.
  • Short video or snippet on “how to.” (depends on topic) (up to 2 min.)
  • Instructional technology website has small videos or snippets according to a topic.
Questions and Concerns

Future Meetings will be held at 3:15 pm

*Can teachers get extra chargers or a charging station just in case students forget them at home or become lost? (stay in class).*